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This Blog was Updated on 2/23/18 Follow Instruction's and ABSOLUTELY Stay Tuned.Its exactly 10:52 AM  AM - I'm at the NUSDPL San Diego after i leave here
I will be goin to Von's Grocery Store on  Regents Rd and Arbia St LaJolla Ca After I  leave  their I will be moving forward. I'm  Predicting being banned assaulted
ticketed arrested property Theft Damage- Complaint's Accusation's  concerning ANYWHEIR I go from this Secound Forward until 2/30/18-- including From MTS
Wal Mart and Anywheir else I go. Absolutely Including Any ANY  Wooded area.  The campaighn is being prepared that is discussed and Updated in This Blog
including thru Attached and updated Tweets Periscope Video's and Occasional You Tube Video's and other Social Media Platform Communication's. Their are
section's in this Blog that are being added to and Reoreintated- for purposes related to the Preperation of the Campaighn discussed in this Blog that is in it's
Preperation stage's as of now- when the Campaighn Begin's it will be noted before it start's, in this Blog and  in and  thru the media Platforms leslie execute's,  but
understand all predictions leslie has ever made are in ABSOLUTE ABSOLUTE  Emergency Emergency effect and remain that way until the Campaighn
uncorruptly bring's abut the motivation's of it- many predictions are in this Blog and online so stay tuned.

This was Created Today its been discussed on Several Audio Files By leslie goin back several Years including in recent Periscope Video's, Now due to the
Current SSDI review and not knowing as well what can happen with that or any lawsuits I file I believe it is prudent to do what I have to do legally to assist me in
getting out of all aspects of this Crime- whats exposed in this Go Fund page is Massively exposed in the Blog your in now, Trust me stay with this Blog

https://www.gofundme.com/help-w-coecered-fed-student-loans

This was incorporated on 2/23/18- it is ABSOLUTELY Extremely important- Leslie received her Social Security UpDate Review Papers Today 2/23/18 it was dated
2/9/18,

This Means she is NOW Being reviewed for the continuation of her Social Security  Disablility Benefit's has occurred within 1.5 months of leslie stating on
Periscope she is preparing a Campiaghn to get out of aspects of this crime and to absolutely file numerous Lawsuits concerning it- Right now it s 11:14 AM on
this date so no details or predictions are going to be described today concerning this, Massive amount's will be though throughout the process of this review and if
a Appeal has to be done if she loses benefits, all predictions that have ever been made and ones that will throughout all of that process as well, correction- this
one footnote will be made two major events have  occurred though in the recent past and a few years before that one concerning Disability reviews -1  was were a
arrest took place for camping in November 2014 as Leslie was being reviewed -and the event that took place in Ct took place 1.5 months before the 2011 review
occurred.both events turn out to be directly connected to court proceeding of other matters that were a ABSOLUTE DIRECT result of GangStalking staged events
in both states- so ABSOLUTELY Stay tuned because the Homelessness will WILL be used against leslie very soon-This Blog will not be UpDated again until
2/26/18
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